Our data,
our rights!

Protect
our
personal
data!

Know Your Rights and Have Your Say!
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A Consultation by the Data Protection Commission on the Processing of Children’s Personal Data
and the Rights of Children as Data Subjects under the General Data Protection Regulation

Supported by the Ombudsman for Children’s Office
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Hang out with your sq
uad
whenever, wherever!
Arrange catch-ups,
swap photos, play gam
es ultimate #squadgoals
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SquadShare is a fictitious app created by the DPC for educational purposes only in the context of this consultation. The materials created for this consultation are not intended to
recreate, replicate or represent any existing app/platform/service and/or the specific terms and conditions, interface or otherwise of any app/platform/service.

Tell us about yourself!

Enter a username
and password

NAME

USERNAME

SURNAME

PASSWORD

Enter your
email address
EMAIL

HOW OLD ARE YOU?
DAY MONTH YEAR
1
2
3
4

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

2001
2002
2003
2004

Clicking ‘Sign me up!’ means you’ve read and
understand our Privacy Policy and you agree to
our Terms & Conditions.

SIGN ME UP!
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Your password should include a
number and a special character
(such as ! or #) and be a minimum of
10 characters long.

NEXT

NEXT

SquadShare is a fictitious app created by the DPC for educational purposes only in the context of this consultation. The materials created for this consultation are not intended to
recreate, replicate or represent any existing app/platform/service and/or the specific terms and conditions, interface or otherwise of any app/platform/service.

Enter your
mobile number
MOBILE

NEXT
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needs your
permission
to use your
location

needs your
permission
to use your
camera and
photos

Let your
squad
know where
you’re
hanging
out!

Show your
squad
awesome
photos and
create fun
videos!

YES

NO

YES

NO

SquadShare is a fictitious app created by the DPC for educational purposes only in the context of this consultation. The materials created for this consultation are not intended to
recreate, replicate or represent any existing app/platform/service and/or the specific terms and conditions, interface or otherwise of any app/platform/service.

Hangout
hangout
-hub-huB
We’re sorry!
You can’t hang out
on SquadShare unless you
give us permission to use
your camera and photos!

AGREE
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needs your
permission
to use your
contacts
location
This will
make it much
easier to
hang out
with your
squad!

YES

NO

We’re sorry!
You can’t hang out on
SquadShare unless you
give us permission
to use your contacts!

AGREE

SquadShare is a fictitious app created by the DPC for educational purposes only in the context of this consultation. The materials created for this consultation are not intended to
recreate, replicate or represent any existing app/platform/service and/or the specific terms and conditions, interface or otherwise of any app/platform/service.

You can use
SquadShare if you’re
13 or over, but if you’re 13,
14 or 15, you have to get a
parent or guardian’s permission
first and they have to tell
us it’s OK using our Parents’
Permission Page.

Terms & Conditions

You can ask
SquadShare for a copy of
all the information we
have about you, at any
time, and we will give it to
you within one month.
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SquadShare
follows the rules for
protecting your personal
data, and you can find
out more about how we
do this on our Privacy
Protection Page.

You can delete your
SquadShare account
any time you like and
we will delete all of
your information
within one month.

lets you use its services for free and in
return, SquadShare has the following rights:

SquadShare
records stuff about you
such as how old you are,
your address, what things
and people you look up on
our app, the times of day
you use our app, and the
place you are in
when you use it.
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Anything you put
on SquadShare
(such as your photos, your
videos, or your ideas) can be
sold without your permission.
SquadShare doesn’t have
to tell you it’s been sold to
someone else and
SquadShare also doesn’t
have to pay you.

SquadShare also
records stuff about
you such as your
hobbies, your school,
any groups that you’re
part of, who you’re sending
messages to and what you
talk about in your public or
private conversations on
SquadShare.

Advertisers can buy
anything you put on
SquadShare (like your
photos, videos, or other
information about you) so
that they can work out what
you like and show you ads
for those things.

SquadShare
can tell what other
photos and videos you have
on your device, when they
were taken and where you
were when you took them,
even if you haven’t put them
on SquadShare.

